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Abstract

In traditional ad hoc networks, all nodes are considered
equal and take equal part in the routing and forwarding of
packets. We believe that this may not always be desirable.
Rather, some nodes may be equipped with virtually unlim-
ited power supplies, while others have to rely on battery
power. Thus, we propose the creation of “infrastructured”
ad hoc networks by the deployment of pseudo base-stations
(PBSs), which are nodes that have constant power supply
(e.g., through a power outlet or a car battery), do not move,
and are present just to act as routers and forward pack-
ets for other nodes, thus allowing the mobile nodes to save
power. The paper also presents ISAIAH, an ad hoc routing
protocol based on the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV) routing protocol, which tries to select routes that go
through PBSs instead of through mobile nodes to reduce the
amount of power spent by these mobile nodes. Furthermore,
it allows nodes to enter a power-saving mode, significantly
reducing the power consumption compared to AODV.

1. Introduction

Wireless networks are very popular due to their flexi-
ble nature, and the inherent possibility for wireless nodes
to be mobile. Currently most wireless networks areinfras-
tructured networks, where all communications go through a
base station that acts as a gateway between the wired and
wireless domains. To accommodate mobility, hand-over
can be performed between two base stations as the wire-
less station moves from the coverage area of one base sta-
tion to another, enabling the communication to seamlessly
continue.

Infrastructure-less, orad hocnetworks have gained a lot
of interest in the research community. In ad hoc networks
there are no fixed routers or base stations, but instead all
nodes have the capability to forward packets for each other.
Because of the special properties of ad hoc networks such as

quick topology changes due to mobility of the nodes, ordi-
nary routing protocol fail to give good performance. There
exist several ad hoc routing protocols [6] that enable ad hoc
networks.

We do however see several problems with the traditional
use of ad hoc networks and the scenarios where they are
claimed to be useful. In this paper, we introduce the no-
tion of infrastructuredad hoc networks that are intended
for a different scenario than traditional ad hoc networks,
namely as an extension of infrastructure wireless networks
or to provide a temporary infrastructure at events where it
is not desirable or possible to create an ordinary infrastruc-
ture. Such networks thus have different requirements than
traditional networks. Therefore, we also present a protocol
that can be used to realize such networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2
gives an overview of the notion of infrastructured ad hoc
networks and what is required of them, and Sect. 3 present
ISAIAH, a modified version of the AODV ad hoc rout-
ing protocol, that supports infrastructured ad hoc networks.
Sect. 4 describes the simulations run to evaluate the proto-
col, and the results of the simulations are shown in Sect. 5.
Sect. 6 discusses some issues, and Sect. 7 concludes.

2. Overview

This section contains an overview of our thoughts on in-
frastructured ad hoc routing. Some of the “classical” sce-
narios where ad hoc networks have been claimed to be ben-
eficial are at conferences, at disaster sites, and for military
uses [2]. We do however claim that the use of “pure” ad
hoc networks in such scenarios is somewhat limited. For
example at a conference, it is most likely fairly easy to set
up a base station, and further it is also very likely that the
participants not only want to communicate with each other,
but also with other hosts on the Internet. Another problem
of ad hoc networks is the lack of incentive to forward pack-
ets for other users. A malicious user can use other nodes to
forward its packets, while not wasting any of its own pre-



cious battery power on forwarding packets for other nodes.
In a system without malicious users, “power fairness” can
become a problem since a node located close to a popular
resource will forward lots of packets, thus draining its bat-
tery quickly.

We propose the introduction of a hybrid between the two
worlds of infrastructure wireless networks and ad hoc net-
works. In such a network, ad hoc routing is used to extend
the range of infrastructure wireless networks, or to create
a temporary infrastructure that allows a larger area to be
covered, while still not having to rely on mobile nodes for
routing and packet forwarding. This can be done by deploy-
ing special nodes, “pseudo base stations” (PBSs), that have
a high energy power source, low mobility, and take care of
the majority of the routing of traffic in the network. These
pseudo base-stations are basically only ordinary wireless
nodes running an ad hoc routing protocol. The main dif-
ference is that since these have no demand on being mo-
bile, they can e.g. be plugged into a power outlet and thus
have a virtually unlimited power supply opposed to ordi-
nary mobile nodes. Since power outlets are far more com-
mon than network connections, this could for example be
used to provide complete coverage at a conference, a trade
fair or a large sporting event. This would be accomplished
by placing PBSs at strategic locations, provide them with
“unlimited” power, and let them take care of forwarding
packets towards their destination. By doing this, the mobile
nodes won’t have to participate in the exchange of routing
messages and the forwarding of packets, thus reducing the
power consumption of those nodes. Even if no power out-
lets can be found (e.g. at an outdoor event in the forest),
power sources such as car batteries can provide the PBSs
with power supplies that vastly exceed those of other nodes.

For such a network to be possible to create, special rout-
ing protocols are needed, that make use of the knowledge
that some nodes are better than others to have in a route.
We study requirements of routing protocols and mecha-
nisms for realizing the “infrastructured ad hoc networks”
described above. Our main contributions in this paper are
the introduction of the concept of infrastructured ad hoc net-
works, and the design of a protocol suitable for such net-
works.

3. ISAIAH

This section describes Infra-Structure Aodv for Infras-
tructured Ad Hoc networks (ISAIAH), a modified version
of the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) rout-
ing protocol [5] that supports PBSs. The cost function used
to calculate the cost of a route has been modified, there has
been some changes in the way route requests are forwarded,
and a power saving mode has been added. Sect. 3.1 gives a
short introduction to the AODV routing protocol, Sect. 3.2

explains the new cost function, Sect. 3.3 and Sect. 3.4 ex-
plains the changes made to the forwarding of route requests,
and Sect. 3.5 explains the power saving mode of ISAIAH.

3.1. Introduction to AODV

The Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing proto-
col is, as the name suggests, an on-demand ad hoc routing
protocol. When a node S needs a route to some destina-
tion D, it broadcasts a route request (RREQ) message to its
neighbors, including the last known sequence number for
that destination. TheRREQis flooded through the network
until it reaches a node that has a route to the destination.
Each node that forwards theRREQsets up a reverse route for
itself back to node S. When theRREQreaches a node with
a route to D, that node generates a route reply that contains
the number of hops necessary to reach D and the sequence
number for D most recently seen by the node generating the
reply, and unicasts that reply to S. All nodes that forward
this reply back to the source S, create a forward route to D.
The sequence number associated with the routes are used
to prevent routing loops from occurring, and a route with
a higher sequence number is always preferred over a route
with lower sequence number. In order to maintain routes,
AODV periodically transmits aHELLOmessage, with a de-
fault rate of once per second. Failure to receive three con-
secutiveHELLOmessages from a neighbor is taken as an
indication that the link to the neighbor in question is down.
If available, information from the link layer can be used in-
stead ofHELLOmessages to detect link breakages, reducing
the overhead. When a link goes down, any upstream node
that has recently forwarded packets to a destination using
that link is notified via a route reply with infinite metric for
the destination. The node S must then acquire a new route
to the destination using the procedure above if it still wishes
to communicate with that node.

3.2. The cost function of ISAIAH

In ISAIAH, we modify the “cost function” of AODV
used to calculate the cost of a route, which should be min-
imized. The cost of a route in AODV is just the number
of hops in the route, so the route with the shortest path is
sought to find. ISAIAH on the other hand, has a more com-
plex cost function shown in (1), whereC is the cost of the
route,h is the number of hops in the route,H is the per hop
cost,M is the mobility cost,mi is the mobility of nodei,
P is the power cost, andpi is the power scarcity of nodei.
This means that all “links” between nodes are not equally
expensive to traverse, and the cost of a route is the sum of
the costs of all the hops along that route.



C =
h

∑

i=1

(H + M ·mi + P · pi) (1)

Below, the different terms in the cost function are de-
scribed in more detail. First there is a hop cost,H, that
represent the cost of a hop. AssumingH is set to 1, this
part of the cost will just be the hop count, which is sen-
sible to include since if several routes are equal based on
the other criteria, the shortest route should be selected. The
“cost function” of AODV contains only this term.

We let each node have two additional properties, mo-
bility (mi) and power scarcity (pi). The mobility property
determines if a node is a PBS (mi = 0) or a mobile node
(mi = 1). Power scarcity is how scarce, or valuable, power
is to a certain node. Since one of the objectives of ISAIAH
was to allow mobile nodes to save power from not partic-
ipating in the routing, including power scarcity in the cost
function has some benefits. If a route has to go through mo-
bile nodes, it will choose a mobile node with much battery
power (which can also increase the power fairness among
nodes, so if some node has consumed much of its power on
routing, another node is more likely to do the routing later
on). Another example when this property can be useful is if
someone plug their mobile unit to a power outlet. Then the
power scarcity can be temporarily set to zero, so the node is
more likely to help with packet forwarding (still, it is bet-
ter to go through a PBS, since the mobile node might move
away after a while, so the route through a PBS will be more
stable). PBSs have a power scarcity of zero, and mobile
nodes could for example let their power scarcity vary from
0.5 to 1 depending on the battery state. It is however likely
that mobile nodes will just setpi to 1 to indicate that they
consider power a scarce resource.

The mobility and power scarcity costs,M andP , should
be chosen to be larger thanH to ensure that the mobility and
power scarcity of a route has greater impact on the choice
of route than the hop count. As long asM is sufficiently
larger thanH, routes through PBSs will be selected if they
exist and are not significantly longer than the routes going
through some mobile node. In the case where there exist
no route going through only PBSs, the power scarcity will
determine which mobile node will have to do the packet for-
warding. Thus, the value ofP is less critical, but it should
still be larger thanH. We believe that in most cases it is
sensible to give mobility and power scarcity approximately
equal weight

3.3. Changes in the forwarding of route requests

To ensure correct operation the protocol, and to always
select the “best” routes, a slight change had to be made
in the way AODV forwards route requests. If AODV re-
ceives a route request with the same〈source, destination〉

pair, and the same sequence number as has been seen re-
cently, it will just discard the route request packet. How-
ever, in ISAIAH this is not acceptable, since a route going
through mobile nodes might be shorter (lower hop count)
than the route with the lowest value of the cost function.
Thus, using the method used in AODV would cause the
protocol to settle with the first path (perhaps going through
mobile nodes) on which aRREQcame to a node. In-
stead, in ISAIAH, theRREQis checked, and if the cost
of the new route is lower than the cost of the route stored
in the table, the route request is forwarded (or replied to
if this node has the route to the destination) even if the
triple 〈source, destination, sequence number〉 has been
recently seen. Another problem with this approach is that
we always have to do a network-wide search when trying
to discover routes. In AODV, theRREQs start with a small
TTL, thus only propagating in the vicinity of the source,
and then increasing the TTL if no reply was received. In
ISAIAH this can’t be done if we are to ensure that the best
route is to be found instead of just the shortest route. These
changes causes some extra overhead, but the overhead will
however be reduced by the proposition in the next section.

3.4. The use of ISAIAH TRIES to reduce overhead

This section proposes a modification that will re-
duce the amount of routing packets traversing the net-
work. This mechanism, called ISAIAHTRIES, ensures
that the firstISAIAH TRIES times a mobile node sees
a route request from a specific source to a destination
(not counting multiple copies of the sameRREQmes-
sage), it will discard it. Thus, only PBSs will forward
it and participate in the route discovery. Each mobile
node (i.e. not PBSs) should maintain two variables for
each〈source, destination〉 pair, a countert〈src,dst〉 initial-
ized toISAIAH TRIES, andseq〈src,dst〉, the last sequence
number seen for that pair. Whenever aRREQis received,
the 〈source, destination, sequence number〉 triple is in-
spected as shown in Algorithm 1.

if RREQseq.no == seq〈src,dst〉 & t〈src,dst〉! = 0 then
discardRREQ

else ifRREQseq.no! = seq〈src,dst〉 & t〈src,dst〉 == 0 then
t〈src,dst〉 = ISAIAH TRIES

end if
if t〈src,dst〉! = 0 then

decreaset〈src,dst〉 with 1; discardRREQ
end if

Algorithm 1: The ISAIAH TRIES mechanism.

If the request didn’t get discarded by this, it is processed
as usual. This mechanism reduces the amount of routing
packets sent. If no route to the destination can be found



through only PBSs, the source will resend the route request,
and this time the mobile nodes will also take part in the route
discovery (ifISAIAH TRIES is set to 1), and thus the route
will be found eventually. This introduces additional delay
in the route discovery process of routes that must contain
mobile nodes, but as long as the coverage of PBSs is good,
the impact of that should not be large.

3.5. Power saving mode

One major problem with designing power aware proto-
cols is that it is not sufficient to just minimize the amount
of data transmitted by each mobile node since the power
consumption in idle mode is also rather high [1]. How-
ever, it is possible to put the network interfaces into “sleep”
mode, where the power consumption is very low, but no
data can be received or transmitted. It would be very bene-
ficiary to let nodes enter this sleep mode for shorter periods
of time, with the risk of losing data due to that being small.
In this section we further extend ISAIAH, vastly improving
the power saving capabilities of the protocol.

In addition to the normalHELLO messages used by
AODV, we create two new messages,HELLOPBS and
HELLOSLEEP. To enable the power-saving mechanism
described below, information must be passed in these mes-
sages, so unlike in AODV we can no longer solely rely on
information from the link layer, but the periodic transmis-
sion of HELLOmessages is required. PBSs always utilize
HELLOPBS messages instead ofHELLOmessage. Mo-
bile nodes on the other hand can use bothHELLOSLEEP
and HELLO messages. When a mobile node detects a
HELLOPBSmessage, it knows that at least one of its neigh-
bors is a PBS, and thus assumes it will be OK to use
power saving. At the next instant when the transmission
of a HELLOmessage is scheduled, the node instead sends
a HELLOSLEEPmessage, indicating that this node is now
entering the sleep mode. After that, the radio interface is
powered down for a configurable period of time. Thissleep
timeis also included in theHELLOSLEEPmessage so sur-
rounding nodes will know how long this node will sleep. A
node will however always wake up in time to send the next
HELLOmessage (the reception of such a message from a
sleeping neighbor is also taken as an indication that the node
is no longer sleeping). We recommend that at least one reg-
ular HELLOmessage is sent between twoHELLOSLEEP
messages. In order to prevent the case where some neigh-
bors already are asleep when a nodeA notifies them that
it is going to sleep (which means that they won’t be aware
thatA is asleep when they wake up), it is also possible for
nodes to include the next time they plan to go to sleep in
their normalHELLOmessages. This means that nodes can
predict when their neighbors will go to sleep next time even
if they miss the sleep notification, thus reducing the risk of

sending data to a sleeping node. If aHELLOmessage is in-
deed received, the information contained in that message of
course supersedes the previously received information.

When a node receives aHELLOSLEEP message it
knows that the sender of that message won’t be able to re-
ceive any data for a period of time. Thus, it suspends all
packets it has in it’s queue that has the sleeping node as
their next hop. Packets arriving while the node is sleep-
ing are also suspended. When the sleeping node wakes up
again (detected either by the reception of a message from
the node, or from a timer set to the sleep time expiring), the
packets are activated again and can be sent.

4. Simulations

To find out how our changes affect the performance of
the protocol, and to verify that ISAIAH indeed solves the
problem of primarily using PBSs for routing and packet for-
warding, we have implemented it in thens-2network simu-
lator [4], and ran some simulations to evaluate the protocol.
For comparison, we also did the same simulations using
AODV. In the ISAIAH case, we have done the evaluation
both with the power-saving mode described in Sect. 3.5,
and without it (shown as “ISAIAH w/o PS” in the graphs
in Sect. 5).

In our simulations we used a1800m×1000m area where
PBSs were placed as shown in Fig. 1. The range of the radio
interfaces is 250 m. The distances between adjacent PBSs
were chosen to be slightly shorter than the range of the ra-
dios. In addition to the PBSs, 40 mobile nodes were also
uniformly randomly placed in the area. These nodes move
according to the “random waypoint” mobility model [3], i.e.
they select a random destination and speed and move to that
destination, pause there for a time, and then selects a new
destination. The nodes moved at random speeds up to 5
m/s, and had a pause time of 15 seconds. Traffic was cre-
ated using constant bit rate (CBR) UDP flows. A variable
number of flows were set up between sources and destina-
tions among the mobile nodes, starting at random points in
time during the first 15 seconds of the simulation. For the
cost function of ISAIAH we setmi and pi to 1 for mo-
bile nodes, and 0 for PBSs, whileM andP were set to 5
andH set to 1;ISAIAH TRIES was set to 1. The simula-
tions were run over 101 seconds of simulated time. In the
cases of AODV and ISAIAH without power-saving mode,
we did not useHELLOmessages, but instead relied on link
layer detection of neighbors since this lowers the overhead,
and increases the performance of the protocols. When using
ISAIAH with the power-saving mode, one regularHELLO
message is sent between eachHELLOSLEEPmessage, and
the interval between messages is one second.

Since power consumption is an important aspect of this
work, it is important that the power consumption model of



the simulator is accurate. Therefore, we extended the en-
ergy model in ns-2 somewhat, loosely based on the real-life
measurements done by Feeney and Nilsson [1].

1000 m

200 m

1800 m

Figure 1. Scenario used for simulations.
Placement of PBSs shown.

The metrics used for our evaluation arePBS for-
warding percentage, routing overhead, normalized aver-
age path length, packet delivery ratio, and energy con-
sumption. The PBS forwarding percentage is defined as
# packets forwarded by PBSs

total # forwarded packets , and can be used to indicate
whether or not a protocol actually manages to get most of
the packets to be forwarded by PBSs. The routing overhead
is the number of control packets sent and forwarded (mea-
sure network-wide). The normalized average path length
shows how much longer the paths of ISAIAH are compared
to the corresponding paths given by AODV. The packet de-
livery ratio is the fraction of data packets sent that are actu-
ally received at the destination. The energy consumption is
measured as the average for all mobile nodes over the time
of the simulation.

4.1. Tuning of ISAIAH sleep time

We ran some initial simulations to determine a good
sleep time to be used for the power saving mode of ISAIAH
in our performance evaluation. Fig. 2 shows the average
power consumption of the mobile nodes for varying sleep
times, and for two different traffic loads. As expected, the
power consumption decreases as the sleep time increases.
However, looking at Fig. 3, that shows the packet delivery
ratio for the same sleep times, it is clear that a too long sleep
time also affects the packet delivery ratio in a negative way.
We therefore found a sleep time of 0.6 seconds to be a suit-
able tradeoff, and that is the sleep time that will be used in
the simulations run to generate the results in Sect. 5.
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Figure 2. Energy consumption for varying
sleep times of ISAIAH.
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Figure 3. Packet delivery ratio for varying
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5. Results

First of all we wanted to verify that ISAIAH is func-
tional, and actually causes routes to go through PBSs. Fig.
4 shows how large fraction of all forwarded packets that are
forwarded by PBSs. From this it is clear that ISAIAH ac-
tually selects routes through PBSs, since almost all packets
are forwarded by PBSs. We can also see an indication of the
fact that AODV treats the PBSs just like all the other nodes,
since the fraction of packets going through PBSs is close to
the fraction of all nodes that actually are PBSs.

The energy consumption of the protocols is shown in
Fig. 5. The energy consumed by ISAIAH without power-
saving is slightly less than for AODV, but they are still
almost the same. Looking at the result from when using
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ISAIAH with power-saving, it is clear that allowing nodes
to enter the sleep mode is very beneficiary. The energy con-
sumption of ISAIAH is almost 40% lower than for AODV.
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Figure 5. Energy consumption

In Fig. 6 we have studied the overhead imposed by the
routing protocols by measuring the number of routing con-
trol packets transmitted on the wireless medium. We can
see that ISAIAH has significantly lower routing overhead
than AODV when no power-saving is used. The explana-
tion to this is probably twofold. First of all, the use of the
ISAIAH TRIES mechanism heavily reduces the number of
routing packets that has to be sent. Furthermore, since ISA-
IAH selects routes through the PBSs, there will be less bro-
ken routes that has to be repaired by new route discoveries.
Since the power-saving mechanism requiresHELLOmes-
sages to be periodically transmitted, the initial overhead of
ISAIAH with power-saving is higher than for AODV. As the

traffic load increases, the overhead for AODV does however
grow quicker than for ISAIAH.
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Figure 6. Routing overhead

Fig. 7 shows the fraction of sent packets that are actually
received at the destination for the different numbers of CBR
sources. ISAIAH without power-saving and AODV are able
to deliver almost all packets (slightly higher delivery ratio
for ISAIAH). When the power-saving mode is used. the
delivery ratio is lower, but still acceptable.
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Figure 7. Packet delivery ratio for varying traf
fic load.

In Fig. 8 the average route length normalized with regard
to AODV is shown. It can be seen that ISAIAH yield routes
that are around 20% longer than the routes used with AODV
for ISAIAH without power-saving, and somewhat longer
when using the power-saving mode. This is rather natu-
ral since we only want to go through PBSs, and thus can’t
always choose the shortest path between the source and des-
tination. However, the additional path length of ISAIAH is



not very high, which is good since longer paths infer longer
delays which affects performance negatively.
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6. Discussion

Even though ISAIAH is working, and doing what it is
supposed to do, there are still issues that need a more thor-
ough investigation to develop an optimal protocol for in-
frastructured ad hoc networks. For example, it might be
possible to make some smart decisions on when to enter the
sleep mode, allowing nodes to spend more time sleeping.

An advantage of basing the protocol on the already exist-
ing AODV is that ISAIAH will be compatible with existing
AODV implementation (although it will be unfair to AODV
as AODV nodes will behave just like PBSs even if they are
mobile). Furthermore, it also allows for simple implemen-
tation of ISAIAH by just making minor modifications to
some existing AODV implementation.

Furthermore, the power-saving mode of ISAIAH could
not only be used in conjunction with ISAIAH, but should
also be possible to apply to AODV. In a scenario where there
are no PBSs, and AODV is used, there is most likely much
to be gained by being able to enter power-saving mode. The
consequences of this should be further investigated.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the idea of infrastruc-
tured ad hoc networks, ad hoc networks where all nodes
are not created equal. Instead, some nodes (which we call
pseudo base-stations (PBSs)) are designed to take a greater
responsibility for the routing. This reduces the amount of
data regular mobile nodes need to transmit, thus also reduc-
ing the power consumption of those nodes.

We also present ISAIAH, a routing protocol for infras-
tructured ad hoc networks based on the AODV protocol.
Our simulations show that the protocol is able to select
routes that prefer PBSs over mobile nodes. The simula-
tions also show that ISAIAH has lower routing overhead
and packet loss than AODV in the scenarios used. Since the
goal of ISAIAH is not to find routes with the lowest hop
count, but routes through PBSs, routes might be longer than
the corresponding route when using AODV. However, the
simulations show that the average route length of ISAIAH
is close to that of AODV. We also introduced a power-saving
mode in ISAIAH, and when using that, the power consump-
tion of the mobile nodes was significantly decreased.
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